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 What would you want in an Eczema Cure book?

I have finally set my time to write an eczema cure
book.
I want it the eczema cure book to end all eczemas
around the world.
I have the gall to say this because I am eczema
cured and so are all my children, and I've helped
many people in Manila and around the world. Just
via my websites.

So it's time to write a book for those who have no
patience clicking around on the web.

My question is: What would you like to see in an
eczema cure book?

How can I make it such that you will benefit from it
and be cured 100% ?
__________________
I know a lot about eczema cure and psoriasis cure.
http://www.eczemacure.info - Now I want to move on to
learning about beauty.
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Re: What would you want in an Eczema Cure book?

Frankly, I'd want the cure.

I'd want evidence that it works (not just anecdotal),
information on how/why it works, on potential risks
and side effects, case studies (real ones), data - in a
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nutshell, a medical study that's been published in a
peer reviewed journal. But that's just me.
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 Re: What would you want in an Eczema Cure book?

Originally Posted by SWAK 

Frankly, I'd want the cure.

I'd want evidence that it works (not just
anecdotal), information on how/why it
works, on potential risks and side effects,
case studies (real ones), data - in a
nutshell, a medical study that's been
published in a peer reviewed journal. But
that's just me.

Who really wants to wait for western medical to
come up with a billion dollars in studies and 50
years?

This description belongs to the western medical
model. One you will never ever get. They are
looking in the wrong direction.

This logic about true health and true cures has been
written about for many decades. It is western
medicine that is the big and absolute fraud doing the
disservice of brainwashing people with ill-logic.

If you want to be cured, you need to trash the
western medical paradigm on eczema - the whole of
it is total garbage.

What you will get is my success story, in pictures,
my children's success stories in pictures. My
brother's success story in pictures. And my nephew's
success in pictures.

Plus the reason, the logic, the progress behind it all.
And the repeatability of such with other eczema
cured people in pictures too.

PICTURES ARE GREAT ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE

This will be a learn by doing it yourself book.

Once you understand the logic and apply the
principles to your life, you will be your own
anecdotal evidence.

I wonder how dismissive one is with his own
anecdotal cure.
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You can peruse Eczema Cure and Psoriasis Cure now
to have an insight as to where I will be coming
from.

Some how the cure people come up with the same
things in mind even if they come from different
cultures and languages. See Dr Tsai from Japan with
cure clinics around the world.

The Cure Library Blog Archive Japanese Doctor Tsai
says 99.99% Atopic Dermatitis Cure Without
Medication
__________________
I know a lot about eczema cure and psoriasis cure.
http://www.eczemacure.info - Now I want to move on to
learning about beauty.
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